


The Diabolical Demon Director 

DDD Main Level 

B Every time the heroes advance up these steps a new set of 
monsters are generated. To reach the second half of any of 

the paths the party must trigger certain switches to make those 
passages accessible to them. The water flask in the alcove triggers a 
time-delayed trap, so don 't stand around after taking it. 
The only visible exit here is the room to the North which 
is filled with Black Flames, but the pit in the SE corner 
will close providing an alternate exit if the party can 
persuade any of the monsters to stand on the pressure 
plate in front of the inscription "FIGHTERS CHARGE". 
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C The Champions' presence seems to summon the Black 
Flames to life. Proceed only one space at a time and make 

sure all aqjacent Black Flames have been snuffed. Defeating them 
allows the party to gain a Sapphire key which will open chamber A. 
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JO axe. mace 
J 1 sword. random Item 
12 StaffoflRRA. random Item 
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ADVENTURER'S HANDBOOK 

Do you know which path you're on? 
Can you tell what level you've dropped into? 

Let our Handbook be your guide to the 
"Junction of the Ways" and beyond. 
Maps, puzzle solutions, magic spells, 

a monster table and more are included. 

To Order: Complete this form and mail along with $15.00 to: 
Software Heaven, Inc. 
6160 Lusk Blvd. Suite C-206 
San Diego, CA 92121 

City: __________ State: __ Zip: ____ _ 

Card#: ______________ Exp: ___ _ 
Check, Money Order, MC or Visa. Canadian residents use Money Orders in U.S. funds only 

Signature: ___________________ _ 

Telephone: __________________ _ 
Chaos Strikes Back! PLEASE CIRCLE ONE: IBM - AMIGA- ATARI 


